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ABSTRACT

Writing a test case reproducing a reported software crash is a common practice to identify the root cause of an anomaly in the software under test. However, this task is usually labor-intensive and time-taking. Hence, evolutionary intelligence approaches have been successfully applied to assist developers during debugging by generating a test case reproducing reported crashes. These approaches use a single fitness function called Crash Distance to guide the search process toward reproducing a target crash. Despite the reported achievements, these approaches do not always successfully reproduce some crashes due to a lack of test diversity (premature convergence). In this study, we introduce a new approach, called MO-HO, that addresses this issue via multi-objectivization. In particular, we introduce two new Helper-Objectives for crash reproduction, namely test length (to minimize) and method sequence diversity (to maximize), in addition to Crash Distance. We assessed MO-HO using five multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (NSGA-II, SPEA2, PESA-II, MOEA/D, FEMO) on 124 non-trivial crashes stemming from open-source projects. Our results indicate that SPEA2 is the best-performing multi-objective algorithm for MO-HO. We evaluated this best-performing algorithm for MO-HO against the state-of-the-art: single-objective approach (Single-Objective Search) and decomposition-based multi-objectivization approach (De-MO). Our results show that MO-HO reproduces five crashes that cannot be reproduced by the current state-of-the-art. Besides, MO-HO improves the effectiveness (+10% in reproduction ratio) and the efficiency in 34.6% and 36% of crashes (i.e., significantly lower running time) compared to Single-Objective Search and De-MO, respectively. For some crashes, the improvements are very large, being up to +93.3% for reproduction ratio and -92% for the required running time.
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1 INTRODUCTION

When a software application crashes, a report (or issue), including information gathered during the crash, is assigned to developers for debugging [43]. One common practice to identify the root cause of a crash is to provide a test case that reproduces it [45]. This test case can later be adapted and integrated into the test suite to prevent future regressions. However, this test case is not always available in the crash reports. Also, depending on the amount of information available in the report, writing this crash reproducing test case can be time-consuming and labor-intensive [39].

Consequently, various approaches have been proposed in the literature to automate crash reproduction [4, 6, 23, 31, 32, 36, 39, 44]. These approaches use the information about a crash (e.g., stack traces from crash reports) to generate a crash reproducing test case by utilizing different techniques such as symbolic execution, model checking, etc. Among these approaches, two evolutionary-based techniques have been introduced: ReCore [36] and EvoCrash [39]. These two approaches generate test cases able, when executed, to reproduce the target crash using single-objective evolutionary algorithms. The empirical evaluation of EvoCrash [39] shows that it outperforms other, evolutionary-based and non-evolutionary-based approaches in terms of crash reproduction ratio (percentage of crashes that could be reproduced) and efficiency (time taken to reproduce a given crash successfully). This evaluation also confirms that EvoCrash significantly helps developers during debugging.

EvoCrash relies on a single-objective evolutionary algorithm (Single-Objective Search hereafter) that evolves test cases according
to an objective \((\text{Crash Distance} \text{ hereafter})\) measuring how far a generated test is from reproducing the crash. \(\text{Crash Distance}\) combines three heuristics: line coverage (how far is the test from executing the line causing the crash?), exception coverage (does the test throw the same exception as in the crash?), and stack trace similarity (how similar is the exception stack trace from the one reported in the crash?). Although Single-Objective Search performs well compared to the other crash reproduction approaches, a more extensive empirical study [37] evidenced that it is not successful in reproducing complex crashes (i.e., large stack traces). Hence, further studies to enhance the guidance of the search process are required.

Just like any other evolutionary-based algorithm, Single-Objective Search requires to maintain a balance between exploration and exploitation [42]. The former refers to the generation of completely new solutions (i.e., test cases executing new paths in the code); the latter refers to the generation of solutions in the neighborhood of the existing ones (i.e., test cases with similar execution paths). Single-Objective Search ensures exploitation through Guided Mutation, which guarantees that each solution contains the method call causing the crash (and reported in the stack trace) [39]. However, the low exploration of Single-Objective Search may lead to a lack of diversity, trapping the search in local optima [42].

To tackle this problem, a prior study [38] investigated the usage of \(\text{Decomposition-based Multi-Objectivization (De-MO)}\) to decompose the \(\text{Crash Distance}\) in three distinct (sub-)objectives. A target crash is reproduced when the search process fullfills all three sub-objectives at the same time. The empirical evaluation shows that \(\text{De-MO}\) slightly improves the efficiency for some crashes. However, since the sub-objectives are not conflicting, their combined usage can be detrimental for crash reproduction [38]. A recent study [13] also conjectured that increasing diversity via additional objective is a feasible yet unexplored research direction to follow. However, no systematic empirical study has been conducted to draw statistical conclusions.

In this study, we investigate a new strategy to \(\text{Multi-Objectivize}\) crash reproduction based on Helper-Objectives (\(\text{MO-HO}\)) [13] rather than decomposition. More specifically, we add two additional helper-objectives to \(\text{Crash Distance}\) (first objective): method sequence diversity (second objective) and test case length minimization (third objective). The second objective aims to increase the diversity in the method sequences; more diverse sequences are more likely to cover diverse paths and, consequently, improve exploration. The third objective aims to address the \text{bloating effect} (i.e., the generated test cases can become longer and longer after each generation until the all of the system memory is used), as diversity can lead to an unnecessary and counter-productive increase of the test case length [1, 33]. Since these three objectives are \text{conflicting}, we expect an improvement in the solutions’ diversity and, hence, improving the effectiveness (crash reproduction ratio) and efficiency.

To assess the performance of \(\text{MO-HO}\) on crash reproduction, we use five multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs): NSGA-II [10], SPEA2 [47], MOEA/D [46], PESA-II [8], and FEMO [25]. We apply them to 124 non-trivial crashes from JCrashPack [37], a crash benchmark used by previous crash reproduction studies [12]. Those crashes can only be reproduced by a test case that brings the software under test to a specific state and invokes the target method with one or more specific input parameters. We performed an internal assessment among \(\text{MO-HO}\) algorithms to find the best multi-objective evolutionary algorithm for this optimization problem. According to the results observed in this assessment, SPEA2 outperforms other MOEAs in crash reproduction using \(\text{MO-HO}\) helper-objectives.

Furthermore, we compared the best-performing \(\text{MO-HO (MO-HO} + \text{SPEA2)}\) against two state-of-the-art approaches (Single-Objective Search [39] and De-MO [38]) from the perspectives of crash reproduction ratio and efficiency. Our results show that MO-HO outperforms the state-of-the-art in terms of crash reproduction ratio and efficiency. This algorithm improves the crash reproduction ratio by up to 100% and 93.3% (10% and 8%, on average) compared to Single-Objective Search and De-MO, respectively. Also, after five minutes of search, \(\text{MO-HO}\) reproduces five and six crashes (4% and 5% more crashes) that cannot be reproduced by Single-Objective Search and De-MO, respectively. In addition, \(\text{MO-HO}\) reproduces crashes significantly faster than Single-Objective Search and De-MO in 34.6% and 37.9% of the crashes, respectively.

A replication package, enabling the full-replication of our evaluation and data analysis of our results is available on Zenodo [14].

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Several approaches have been introduced in the literature that aim to reproduce a given crash. Some of these techniques (e.g., ReCore [36]) use runtime data (i.e., core dumps). However, collecting the runtime data may induce a significant overhead and raises privacy concerns. In contrast, other approaches [4, 6, 32, 44] only require the stack traces of the unhandled exception causing the crash, collected from executions logs or reported issues. For Java programs, a stack trace includes the list of classes, methods, and code line numbers involved in the crash. As an example, Figure 1 shows a stack trace produced by a crash (due to a bug) in Apache Commons Lang. This stack trace contains the type of the exception (ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException) and frames (lines 1-6) indicating the stack of active method calls during the crash.

Among the various approaches solely using a stack trace as input, STAR [6] and BugRedux [23] use backward and forward symbolic execution, respectively; MuCrash [44] mutates the existing test cases of the classes involved in the stack trace; JCharming [31, 32] applies model checking and program slicing for crash reproduction; and ConCrash [4] is designed to use pruning strategies to reproduce the crash-reproducing test case.

EvoCrash is an evolutionary-based approach that applies a Single-Objective Genetic Algorithm (Single-Objective Search) to generate a crash-reproducing test case for a given stack trace and a target frame (i.e., the class under test for which the test case is generated). The generated test will trigger a crash with a stack

```
java.lang.ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException: 4
at [...].FastDateParser.toArray(FastDateParser.java:413)
at [...].FastDateParser.toArrayDisplayNames([...]:381)
at [...].FastDateParser.setTextStrategy.addRegEx([...]:1664)
at [...].FastDateParser.init([...]:138)
at [...].FastDateParser.<init>([...]:188)
[...]
```

Figure 1: LANG-9b crash stack trace [24, 37]
trace that is identical to the original one, up to the target frame. For instance, for the stack trace in Figure 1 with a target frame at line 3, EvoCrash generates a test case that reproduces the first three frames of this stack trace (i.e., identical from lines 0 to 3). A previous empirical evaluation [39] shows that EvoCrash performs better compared to other crash reproduction approaches relying on model checking and program slicing [31, 32], backward symbolic execution [6], or exploiting existing test cases [44]. The study also confirms that automatically generated crash-reproducing test cases help developers to reduce their debugging effort.

### 2.1 Single-Objective Search Heuristics

To evaluate the candidate tests, and consequently guide the search process, Single-Objective Search applies a fitness function called the Crash Distance. This fitness function contains three components: (i) the line coverage distance, indicating the distance between the execution trace and the target line (the line number pointed to by the target frame), (ii) the exception type coverage, indicating whether the target exception is thrown, and (iii) the stack trace similarity, indicating whether all frames (from the beginning up to the target frame) are included in the triggered stack trace.

**Definition 2.1 (Crash Distance [39]).** For a given test case execution $t$, the Crash Distance ($d$) is defined as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
    f(t) = \begin{cases} 
    3 \times d_a(t) + 2 \times \max(d_e) + \max(d_r) & \text{if line not reached} \\
    3 \times \min(d_a) + 2 \times d_e(t) + \max(d_r) & \text{if line reached} \\
    3 \times \min(d_a) + 2 \times \min(d_e) + d_r(t) & \text{if exception thrown}
    \end{cases}
\end{align*}
$$

Where $d_a(t) \in [0, 1]$ indicates how far the test $t$ is from reaching the target line using two heuristics: approach level and branch distance [27]. The former measures the minimum number of control dependencies between the execution path of $t$ and the target line; the latter indicates how far $t$ is from satisfying the branch condition on which the target line is control dependent. And $d_e(t) \in [0, 1]$ indicates whether an exception with the same type as the target exception is thrown (0) or not (1). Finally, $d_r(t) \in [0, 1]$ calculates the similarity between the stack trace produced by $t$ and the expected one, based on classes, methods, and line numbers appearing in both stack traces. Functions $\max(.)$ and $\min(.)$ denote the maximum and minimum possible values for a function, respectively. Concretely, $d_e(t)$ and $d_r(t)$ are only calculated upon the satisfaction of two constraints: exception type coverage and stack trace similarity are relevant only when we reach the target line (first constraint) and when we have the same type of exception (second constraint), respectively.

### 2.2 Single-Objective Search

The search process starts with a guided initialization during which an initial population of randomly generated test cases is created. The algorithm ensures that each test case calls the target method (pointed to by the target frame) at least once. In each generation, the fittest test cases are evolved by applying guided mutation and guided crossover. Guided mutation applies a classical mutation to the test cases while ensuring that the mutated test contains one or more calls to the target method. Similarly, guided crossover is a variant of the single-point crossover that preserves calls to the target methods in the offsprings. Accordingly, each generated test case contains at least one call to the target method (i.e., the method triggering the crash) [39].

With those operators, Single-Objective Search improves the exploitation, but it penalizes exploration of new areas of the search space by not generating diverse enough test cases. As a consequence, the search process may get stuck in local optima.

### 2.3 Decomposition-based Multi-objectivization

To increase diversity during the search, a prior study [38] investigated the usage of Decomposition-based Multi-Objectivization (called De-MO hereafter) to decompose the Crash Distance in three distinct (sub-)objectives. De-MO on the Crash Distance (temporarily) decomposes the function in three distinct (sub-)objectives: $d_a(t)$, $d_e(t)$, and $d_r(t)$. Then, De-MO uses a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm optimizing three objectives to generate one crash-reproducing solution. In the end, the global optimal solution is a test case in the Pareto front produced by MOEAs that satisfies all of the sub-objectives simultaneously. The empirical evaluation shows that De-MO increases the efficiency of the crash reproduction process for some specific cases compared to Single-Objective Search. However, it loses efficiency in some other cases.

In particular, in Multi-objectivization, search objectives should be conflicting to increase the diversity of generated solutions [22]. However, the three sub-objectives in De-MO [38] are tightly coupled and not conflicting: the stack trace similarity ($d_r(t)$) cannot be computed for test case $t$ without executing the target line ($d_a(t) = 0$) and throwing the correct type of exception ($d_e(t) = 0$). Also, the type of exception ($d_e(t)$) is not relevant, while test $t$ does not cover the statement in the target line ($d_r(t) = 0.0$).

### 3 MULTI-OBJECTIVIZATION WITH HELPER-OBJECTIVES (MO-HO)

Decomposing the Crash Distance leads to a set of dependent sub-objectives, which reduces the effect of improving diversity through multi-objectivization [22]. In this study, we focus on using new helper-objectives in addition to the Crash Distance, rather than decomposing it. We define two helper-objectives called method sequence diversity and test length minimization that aim to (i) increase diversity in the population (i.e., generated tests) and (ii) address the bloating effect [30, 33]. Then, we use five different evolutionary algorithms belonging to different categories of MOEAs (e.g., decomposition-based and rank-based) to solve this optimization problem. In the remainder of this section, we first discuss the two helper-objectives. Next, we present the MOEAs used to solve this problem.

#### 3.1 Helper-Objectives

As suggested by Jensen et al. [22], adding helper-objectives to an existing single objective can help search algorithms escape from local optima. However, this requires that the helper objectives are in conflict with the primary one [22]. Therefore, defining proper helper-objectives is crucial.

**Method Sequence Diversity.** The first helper-objective seeks to maximize the diversity of the method-call sequences that compose the generated tests because more diverse tests might execute
different paths or behaviors of the target class. Notice that each test case is a sequence of statements, where each statement belongs to one of the following five different categories [33]: primitive statements, constructors, field statements, method calls, or assignments. Furthermore, the length of a test case is variable, i.e., it is not fixed a priori and can vary during the search.

In recent years, several functions have been introduced to measure test case diversity [30]. These functions measure the diversity between two test cases by using a binary encoding function to calculate the distance between the corresponding encoded vectors using the Levenshtein distance [26], Hamming distance [19], etc. For three or more test cases, the overall diversity corresponds to the average pairwise diversity of the existing test cases [30]. These metrics have been used in other testing tasks (e.g., automated test selection), but not in crash reproduction.

To measure the value of this helper-objective for the generated solutions, we follow a similar procedure. Let us assume that $F = \{f_1, f_2, ..., f_n\}$ is a set of public and protected methods in the target class (i.e., method calls that can be called directly by the generated tests), and $T = \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_m\}$ is a set of generated test cases. To calculate the diversity of $T$, we first need to encode each $t_k \in T$ into a binary vector. We use the same encoding function proposed by Mondal et al. [30]: each test case $t_k \in T$ corresponds to a binary vector $v_k$ of length $n$ (i.e., the number of public and protected methods in the target class). Each element $v_k[i]$ of the binary vector denotes whether the corresponding method $f_i \in F$ is invoked by the test case $t_k$. More formally, for each method $f_i \in F$, the corresponding entry $v_k[i] = 1$ if $t_k$ calls $f_i$; $v_k[i] = 0$ otherwise.

Then, we calculate the diversity for each pair of test cases $t_k$ and $t_l$ as the Hamming distance between the corresponding binary vectors $v_k$ and $v_l$ [19]. The Hamming distance (Hamming) between two vectors corresponds to the number of mismatches \(^{1}\) over the total length of the binary vectors. For instance, the Hamming distance between $A = (1, 1, 0, 1, 0)$ and $B = (0, 1, 0, 1, 1)$ equals to $2/5 = 0.4$.

**Definition 3.1 (Method Sequence Diversity).** Given an encoding function $V(\cdot)$, the method sequence diversity (MSD) of a test $t \in T$ corresponds to the average Hamming distance of that test from the other test cases in $T$:

$$MSD(t) = \frac{\sum_{t_i \in T \setminus \{t\}} \text{Hamming}(V(t), V(t_i))}{|T| - 1}$$

In our approach, MSD should be maximized to increase the chance of the generated test to execute new paths or behaviors in the target class. Since our tool (see Section 4.1) is designed for minimization problems, we minimize the method sequence similarity using the formula:

$$f_{MSD}(t) = 1 - MSD(t)$$

**Test Length Minimization** While increasing method sequence diversity can help to execute diverse paths of the target class, a previous study [1] also showed that test diversity metrics (such as call sequence diversity) can reduce coverage. This is due to the bloating effect, i.e., diversity will also promote larger test cases over short ones. Let us assume that we have a set of short test cases with few method calls in our population (most of the elements in their binary vectors are 0). A lengthy test case $t_L$ that calls all the methods of the target class will have a binary vector containing only 1 values. As a consequence, $t_L$ will have a large Hamming distance from the existing test cases.

Larger tests introduce two potential issues: (i) they are likely more expensive to run (extra overhead), and (ii) they may contain spurious statements that do not help code coverage (which is a part of Crash Distance). In the latter case, mutation can become less effective as it may mutate spurious statements rather than the relevant part of the chromosomes. Therefore, test diversity is in conflict with Crash Distance. To avoid the bloating effect, our second helper-objective is test length minimization, which counts the number of statements in a given test:

**Definition 3.2 (Test Length Minimization).** For a test case $t$ with a length $|t|$, the fitness function is:

$$f_{len}(t) = |t|$$

### 3.2 Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms

In this study, our goal is to solve a multi-objectivized problem by minimizing the three objective functions (Crash Distance, $f_{MSD}$, and $f_{len}$). In theory, we could consider various MOEAs, each coming with different advantages and disadvantages over different optimization problems (e.g., multimodal, convex, etc.). However, we cannot establish upfront what type of MOEA works better for crash reproduction as the shape of the Pareto Front (i.e., type of problem) for crash reproduction is unknown. Hence, we chose five MOEAs from different categories to determine the best algorithm for MO-HO: NSGA-II uses the non-dominated sorting procedure; SPEA2 is an archive-based algorithm that selects the best solutions according to the fitness value; PESA-II divides the objective space to hyper-boxes and selects the solutions from the hyper-boxes with the lower density; MOEA/D decomposes the problem to multiple sub-problems; and FEMO, is a (1+1) evolutionary algorithm that evolves tests solely with mutation and without crossover.

We use the same stopping conditions for all search algorithms, which is a maximum search budget, or when the target crash is successfully reproduced, i.e., a solution with a Crash Distance of 0.0 is found. Also, to increase exploitation during the search, all algorithms use the guided crossover and guided mutation operators.

In the following subsections, we briefly describe the selected search algorithms and their core characteristics.

#### 3.2.1 Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [10]

In NSGA-II, offspring tests are generated, from given a population of size $N$, using genetic operators (crossover and mutation). Next, NSGA-II unions the offspring population with the parent population into a set of size $2N$ and applies a non-dominated sorting to select the $N$ individuals for the next generation. This sorting is performed based on the dominance relation and crowding distance: the solutions are sorted into subsequent dominance fronts. The non-dominated solutions are in the first front (Front$_0$). These solutions have a higher chance of being selected. Furthermore, crowding distance is used to raise the chance of the most diverse solutions within the same front to be selected for the next generation. In each generation, parent test cases are selected for reproduction using the binary tournament selection.
3.2.2 Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2) [47]. Besides the current population, SPEA2 contains an external archive that collects the non-dominated solutions among all of the solutions considered during the search process. SPEA2 assigns a fitness value to each solution (test) in the archive. The fitness value of solution $i$ is calculated by summing up two values: Raw fitness ($R(i) \in \mathbb{N}_0$), which represents the dominance relation of $i$; and Strength value ($S(i) \in [0, 1]$), which estimates the density of solutions in the same Pareto front (solutions that are not dominating each other). A solution with lower fitness value is “better” and has a higher chance of being selected. For instance, the non-dominated solutions have a $R(i) = 0$, and their fitness values are lower than 1.

The external archive has a fixed size, which is given at the beginning of the search process. After updating the archive in each iteration, the algorithm checks if the size of the archive exceeds this given size. If the size of the archive is smaller than the given size, SPEA2 fills the archive with the existing dominated solutions. In contrast, if the size of the archive is bigger than the given size, this algorithm uses a truncation operator to remove the solutions with a high fitness value from the archive. After updating the archive, SPEA2 applies binary tournament selection based on the calculated fitness values, selects parent solutions, and generates offspring solutions via crossover and mutation.

3.2.3 Pareto Envelop-based Selection Algorithm (PESA-II) [8]. Similar to SPEA2, PESA-II benefits from an external archive. In each generation, the archive is updated by storing the non-dominated solutions in the archive and the current population. However, the difference is in the selection strategy and archive truncation. In this algorithm, instead of assigning a fitness value to each of the solutions in the archive, the objective space is divided, based on the existing solutions, into hyper-boxes or grids. Non-dominated solutions in a hyper-box with lower density have a higher chance of being selected and a lower chance of being removed.

3.2.4 Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm Based on Decomposition (MOEA/D) [46]. This algorithm decomposes the $M$-objectives problem into $K$ single-objective sub-problems and optimizes them simultaneously. Each sub-problem has different weights for the optimization objectives. The $K$ sub-problems $g(x|w_1), \ldots, g(x|w_K)$ are obtained using a scalarization function $g(x|w)$ and a set of uniformly-distributed weight vectors $W = \{w_1, \ldots, w_K\}$. The decomposition can be done with several techniques such as weighted sum [29], Tchebycheff [29], or Boundary Intersection [9, 28]. In each generation, MOEA/D maintains the best individuals for each sub-problem $g(x|w_i)$, while the reproduction (based on crossover and mutation) is allowed only among solutions (tests) within the same neighbourhood (mating restriction).

3.2.5 Fair Evolutionary Multi-objective Optimizer (FEMO) [25]. This algorithm is a local (1+1) evolutionary algorithm. It means that in each iteration, only one solution is evolved by the mutation operator to have only one offspring solution for the next generation. FEMO contains an archive. In the first iteration, it generates a random solution and places it in the archive. In the next generations, it selects one individual from the archive and evolves it by mutation operator to generate a new solution. Finally, if the new solution dominates at least one of the solutions in the archive, it adds the new solution to the archive and removes the dominated solutions. Each solution in the archive has a weight ($w$) that indicates the number of times that a solution was selected from the archive. So, the initial weight of a newly generated test case is 0. During the selection, FEMO selects a solution randomly from the solutions in the archive that have the lowest $w$.

4 EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

To assess the impact of MO-HO on crash reproduction, we performed an empirical evaluation and answered the following research questions.

**RQ$_1$:** Which Multi-Objective algorithm performs better with MO-HO’s search objectives in terms of crash reproduction?

**RQ$_2$:** What is the impact of the MO-HO algorithm on crash reproduction compared to Single-Objective Search and De-MO?

**RQ$_3$:** How does MO-HO’s efficiency compare to Single-Objective Search and De-MO?

4.1 Implementation

Since other crash reproduction approaches are not openly available, we implemented a new open-source evolutionary-based crash reproduction framework, called Botsing. Botsing is well-tested and designed to be easily extensible for new techniques (new evolutionary algorithms, new genetic operators, etc.). It relies on EvoSuite [17], an evolutionary-based unit test generation tool, for code instrumentation and for the internal representation of an individual (i.e., a test case) by using evosuite-client as a dependency.

For this study, we implemented the techniques used in previous studies for crash reproduction (Single-Objective Search and De-MO) in Botsing. Moreover, we implemented all of the MO-HO approaches, which include the two fitness functions for our new helper-objectives (method sequence diversity and test length) and the five MOEAs mentioned above.

4.2 Setup

**Crash Selection.** We selected our crashes from JCrashPack [11, 37], a collection of crashes from open-source projects and created for crash reproduction benchmarking. Based on the reported results of the prior studies about search-based crash reproduction [37, 38], we know that Single-Objective Search and De-MO face various challenges to reproduce many of the crashes in this benchmark. For this study, we apply our approach and state-of-the-art algorithms to 124 crashes from JCrashPack, which are used in the recent search-based crash reproduction study [12]. These crashes stem from six open-source projects: JFreeChart, a framework for building interactive charts; Commons-lang, a library providing extra utilities to the Java API; Commons-math, a library for mathematical and statistical usages; Mockito, a testing framework for mocking objects; Joda-time, a library for date and time manipulation; XWiki, a large-scale enterprise wiki management system.

**Algorithm Selection.** We attempted to reproduce the selected crashes using seven evolutionary algorithms: Single-Objective Search, De-MO, and MO-HO with five MOEAs (NSGA-II, SPEA2, PESA-II, MOEA/D, and FEMO). For each crash, we ran each algorithm on

2Available at https://github.com/STAMP-project/botsing
each frame of crash stack traces. We repeated each execution 30 times to take randomness into account, for a total number of 199,710 independent executions. We ran the evaluation on servers with 40 CPU-cores, 128 GB memory, and 6 TB hard drive.

**Evaluation procedure.** In RQ1, we perform an internal assessment of MO-HO by comparing all MOEAs to determine the best-performing one when optimizing the search objectives in MO-HO. Then, to answer RQ2 and RQ3, we use the best-performing MO-HO configuration (MOEA) to evaluate its effectiveness and efficiency against the state-of-the-art crash reproduction approaches.

**Parameter Settings.** We set the search budget to five minutes, as suggested by previous studies on evolutionary-based crash reproduction [39]. Also, we fixed the population size and archive size (if needed) to 50 individuals, as recommended in prior studies on test case generation [33]. For MO-HO with PESA-II, the number of bisections for gridding is set to the default value of five grids. In MO-HO with MOEA/D, the weight vectors are obtained using a variant simplex-lattice design [40] and using the Tchebycheff approach as the aggregation function. Finally, we set the neighborhood selection probability to 0.2 (set to the default value [15]) and the maximum number of solutions that can be replaced in each generation to 50. For all MOEAs, we use the guided mutation with mutation probability \( p_m = 1/n \) ( \( n \) is the length of the test case) and guided crossover with crossover probability \( p_c = 0.8 \) (the same parameters used for the suggested baselines).

### 4.3 Data Analysis

To evaluate the crash reproduction ratio (i.e., the percentage of successful crash reproduction attempts in 30 rounds of runs) of different algorithms, we follow the same procedure as the previous studies [12, 38]: for each crash \( C \), we find the highest frame that can be reproduced by at least one of the algorithms (\( r_{\text{max}} \)). We analyze the crash reproduction ratio of each algorithm for a target crash \( C \) targeting frame \( r_{\text{max}} \).

To check whether the performance (reproduction ratio) of MOEAs significantly differs from one another, we use the Friedman test [18]. The Friedman test is a non-parametric version of the ANOVA test [16], i.e., it does not make any assumption about the data distribution. It is a multiple-problem statistical test and has been widely used in the literature to compare randomized algorithms [21, 34]. Friedman’s test allows to rank and statistically compare different MOEAs over multiple independent problems, i.e., crashes in our case. For Friedman’s test, we use a level of significance \( \alpha = 0.05 \). If the \( p \)-values obtained from Friedman’s test are significant (\( p \)-values \( \leq 0.05 \)), we apply pairwise multiple comparison using Conover’s post-hoc procedure [7]. To correct for multiple comparison errors, we adjust the \( p \)-values from Conover’s procedure using Holm-Bonferroni [20].

To answer RQ2, we need to determine whether an algorithm reproduces a crash. Since we repeat each execution 30 times, we use the majority of outcomes for a crash reproduction result. In other words, if an algorithm could reproduce a crash in \( \geq 15 \) runs (i.e., reproduction ratio of \( \geq 50\% \)), we count that frame as reproduced. To compare the number of reproduced crashes by each algorithm, we used the same procedure used by Almasi et al. [2] and Campos et al. [5]: we check crash reproduction status and reproduction ratio of the best-performing MO-HO algorithm (according to the results of RQ1), Single-Objective Search, and De-MO at five time intervals: 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 minute.

To evaluate the efficiency of the algorithms (RQ3), we analyze the time spent by the best MO-HO algorithm, Single-Objective Search, and De-MO for generating a crash reproducing test cases. Since efficiency is only applicable to the reproduced crashes, we compare the efficiency of algorithms on the crashes that are reproduced at least once by one of the algorithms. If, for one execution, an algorithm was not able to reproduce the crash, it means that it consumed the maximum allowed time budget (5 minutes). To assess the effect size of differences between algorithms, we use the Vargha-Delaney \( \hat{A}_{12} \) statistic [41]. A value of \( \hat{A}_{12} < 0.5 \) for a pair of factors \((A, B)\) shows that \( A \) reproduced the target crash in a shorter time, while a value of \( \hat{A}_{12} > 0.5 \) indicates the opposite. Besides, \( \hat{A}_{12} = 0.5 \) means that there is no difference between the factors. To evaluate the significance of effect sizes \((\hat{A}_{12})\), we use the non-parametric Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, with \( \alpha = 0.05 \) for the Type I error.

A replication package of our evaluation is available on Zenodo [14]. It contains the selected crashes, the results and data analysis presented in this paper, as well as the implementation of MOEAs in Botsing and a Docker-based infrastructure to enable the full-replication of our evaluation.

### 5 RESULTS

This section presents the results of our empirical evaluation and answers, one by one, our research questions.

#### 5.1 Best MOEA for MO-HO (RQ1)

Figure 2 presents the crash reproduction ratio of the MOEAs applied to our MO-HO framework. For this analysis, we consider the number of times (in percentage) each MOEA could reproduce a given crash across 30 runs and using a search budget of five minutes. On average (the squares in Figure 2), the best algorithm for MO-HO is SPEA2, with an average and median of 76% and 100% of successful reproductions, respectively. SPEA2 is followed by PESA-II, NSGA-II, and MOEAD. Also, this figure shows that the first quartile of the crash reproduction ratio of SPEA2 is, at least, about 25% higher than other MOEAs.

According to Friedman’s test, the differences in reproduction ratios are statistically significant (\( p \)-value \( \leq 0.05 \)). This means that some MOEAs are significantly better than others within our MO-HO framework. For completeness, Table 1 reports the ranking produced by the Friedman test. To better understand for which pairs of the best-performing MO-HO algorithm (according to the results of RQ1), Single-Objective Search, and De-MO at five time intervals: 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 minute.

To evaluate the efficiency of the algorithms (RQ3), we analyze the time spent by the best MO-HO algorithm, Single-Objective Search, and De-MO for generating a crash reproducing test cases. Since efficiency is only applicable to the reproduced crashes, we compare the efficiency of algorithms on the crashes that are reproduced at least once by one of the algorithms. If, for one execution, an algorithm was not able to reproduce the crash, it means that it consumed the maximum allowed time budget (5 minutes). To assess the effect size of differences between algorithms, we use the Vargha-Delaney \( \hat{A}_{12} \) statistic [41]. A value of \( \hat{A}_{12} < 0.5 \) for a pair of factors \((A, B)\) shows that \( A \) reproduced the target crash in a shorter time, while a value of \( \hat{A}_{12} > 0.5 \) indicates the opposite. Besides, \( \hat{A}_{12} = 0.5 \) means that there is no difference between the factors. To evaluate the significance of effect sizes \((\hat{A}_{12})\), we use the non-parametric Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, with \( \alpha = 0.05 \) for the Type I error.

A replication package of our evaluation is available on Zenodo [14]. It contains the selected crashes, the results and data analysis presented in this paper, as well as the implementation of MOEAs in Botsing and a Docker-based infrastructure to enable the full-replication of our evaluation.

### Table 1: MOEAs ranking (in MO-HO) in terms of crash reproduction ratio (Friedman’s test) and results of the pairwise comparison (\( p \)-value \( \leq 0.05 \))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>MOEA</th>
<th>Rank value</th>
<th>Significantly better than</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SPEA2</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>(2), (3), (4), (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PESA-II</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>(4), (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NSGA-II</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>(4), (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>MOEAD</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>FEMO</td>
<td>5.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of MOEAs the statistical significance holds, we applied the post-hoc Conover’s procedure for the pairwise comparison. The results of the comparison are also reported in Table 1. According to this table, the best-performing algorithm is MO-HO + SPEA2, which has a significantly higher crash reproduction ratio compared to other MO-HO algorithms. The next algorithms are MO-HO + PESA-II and MO-HO + NSGA-II. These two algorithms are significantly better than MO-HO + MOEAD and MO-HO + FEMO. Finally, the worst algorithm in terms of crash reproduction is FEMO, which is significantly worse than other MOEAs.

**Summary (RQ1).** MO-HO + SPEA2 achieved the highest performance in terms of crash reproduction ratio compared to MO-HO + other MOEAs. The next best-performing MOEAs, in terms of crash reproduction, are PESA-II and NSGA-II.

### 5.2 Crash Reproduction (RQ2)

Figure 3 depicts the crash reproduction ratio of the best-performing MO-HO configuration (i.e., with SPEA2), Single-Objective Search, and De-MO at five time intervals (search budgets). As indicated in this figure, the average crash reproduction ratio of MO-HO is higher than other algorithms at all of the time intervals. Also, the median crash reproduction ratio for this algorithm is always 100%. Furthermore, the maximum improvement achieved by MO-HO with the five-minutes search budget is in XWIKI-14599 (with 100% improvement) and MATH-3b (with 93.3% improvement) compared to Single-Objective Search and De-MO, respectively. In contrast, the largest reduction in reproduction ratio by MO-HO (with the five-minutes budget) is in XCOMMONS-1057 (with 30% drop) and XWIKI-13616 (with 40% reduction) compared to Single-Objective Search and De-MO, respectively. We will explain the negative factors in MO-HO, which lead to negative results for this algorithm in some corner cases, in Section 5.4.

Moreover, we can see that De-MO is the second-best algorithm in all of the time intervals. In the first 60 seconds of the crash reproduction process, on average, its crash reproduction ratio is 4% better than Single-Objective Search. However, in contrast to the other two algorithms, the crash reproduction ratio of this algorithm changes only slightly after the first 120 seconds. Hence, at the end of the search process, the average crash reproduction ratio of De-MO is only 2% better than Single-Objective Search. In contrast, since the crash reproduction ratio of MO-HO keeps growing, on average, it remains more effective than Single-Objective Search (about 10%) even after 300 seconds. The other interesting point in Figure 3 is the first quantile of MO-HO. In the first 60 seconds, this value is lower than 12%, but it grows up to 62% after 300 seconds. This improvement is not observable in state-of-the-art algorithms.

Furthermore, MO-HO is more stable in crash reproduction after 300 seconds budget compared to the other algorithms. Figure 3 demonstrates that the interquartile range (i.e., the difference between first and third quartile) of crash reproduction ratio in MO-HO with the 300 seconds budget is 46% smaller than the interquartile range of other algorithms (being 38.3% for MO-HO, 76.6% for Single-Objective Search, and 70.8% for De-MO).

Also, Figure 4 shows the number of crashes, which are reproduced by MO-HO, but not by the state-of-the-art algorithms and vice versa in different time intervals. As indicated in this figure, in all of the time intervals, the number of crashes that are reproduced by MO-HO is higher than the crashes that it cannot reproduce. In the best case (after 1 minute of search), MO-HO reproduces eight and seven new crashes that cannot be reproduced by Single-Objective Search and De-MO, respectively. In contrast, there is only one crash that can be reproduced by De-MO and not by MO-HO.

The crashes that are reproduced by MO-HO after five minutes but not by Single-Objective Search are: TIME-10b frame 5, XCOMMONS-928 frame 2, XWIKI-14227 frame 2, XWIKI-14475 frame 1, and XWIKI-14599 frame 1. And the crashes that are reproduced by MO-HO after five minutes but not by De-MO are: MOCKITO-10b frame 4, TIME-5b frame 3, XWIKI-13377 frame 3, XWIKI-14227 frame 2, MATH-3b frame 1, and MOCKITO-10b frame 1.

Figure 5 shows the crash’s stack trace reported in the issue XWIKI-14227. MO-HO is the only approach that can reproduce the first two frames of this stack trace. Here, the target method is useMainStore (Figure 6), which does not have any input argument. Hence, to reproduce this crash, the crash reproducing test generated by MO-HO (depicted in Figure 8) should invoke specific methods (e.g., setWiki, setWikiId) to set different local variables in the wikiContext object, and then, pass this object to the class under test (here, ActivityStreamConfiguration). Since the crash reproducing test case generated by MO-HO does not add any plugin to the xWiki object, the execution of this test indeed leads to a NullPointerException thrown at line 5619 of the getPlugin method in Figure 7. Generating such a specific test case requires a search process with high exploration ability, which can generate diverse test cases.

We do note that Single-Objective Search cannot even generate a test case covering the target line (line 85 of the useMainStore method). However, De-MO can cover the target line thanks to more test generation diversity delivered by the application of multi-objectivization.

Moreover, Single-Objective Search and De-MO reproduces two crashes that cannot be reproduced by MO-HO after five minutes. We will analyze these corner cases later in Section 5.4.
result shows that despite the new crashes reproduced by De-MO, this algorithm was counter-productive with respect to the total number of reproduced crashes.

Summary (RQ2). On average, MO-HO has the highest crash reproduction ratio independently from the search budgets.

5.3 Efficiency (RQ3)

Figure 9 shows the time (in seconds) needed by the MO-HO and the state-of-the-art algorithms to successfully reproduce the crashes in our benchmark. On average, the fastest algorithm is MO-HO, with
Table 2: Pairwise comparison of the budget consumption with a small (S), medium (M), and large (L) effect size $A_{12} \leq 0.5$ and a statistical significance $< 0.05$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$(A_{12} &lt; 0.5)$</th>
<th>Single</th>
<th>De-MO</th>
<th>MO-HO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single</strong></td>
<td>- - -</td>
<td>7 - 4</td>
<td>1 - 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>De-MO</strong></td>
<td>13 7 2</td>
<td>- - -</td>
<td>3 2 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MO-HO</strong></td>
<td>35 6 2</td>
<td>33 10 4</td>
<td>- - -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 compares the budget consumption of the algorithms from a statistical point of view, i.e., according to the effect sizes $(A_{12} < 0.5)$ and statistical significance $(p-value < 0.5)$. According to this table, MO-HO is the fastest algorithm: it significantly reproduced 43 (34.6% of crashes) and 47 (37.9% of crashes) crashes faster than Single-Objective Search and De-MO, respectively. Most of these significant improvements have large effect sizes (35 against Single-Objective Search and 33 against De-MO). In cases that MO-HO improves efficiency, on average, this algorithm decreases the time required for crash reproduction by 47% and 58% compared to De-MO and Single-Objective Search, respectively.

Furthermore, Table 2 shows a few cases, in which MO-HO increases the consumed time compared to the state-of-the-art: 3 against Single-Objective Search and 5 against De-MO. In most of these cases (7 out of 8), the crash reproduction process needs to reproduce a crash with only one frame. Even the exceptional case is a stack trace with three frames. In contrast, in cases that MO-HO wins, we have many crashes with more frames (six frames, for instance). Also, this table shows that De-MO is significantly slower than Single-Objective Search in 11 crashes. Meanwhile, MO-HO is only slow in reproducing three crashes. Hence, our proposed algorithm reduces the cases in which the multi-objectivization search process is slower than the single objective search by 73%.

**Summary (RQ2).** The fastest crash reproduction algorithm is MO-HO with an average improvement in running time in 34.6% of the crashes compared to the state of the art.

### 5.4 Corner cases analysis

Despite the notable improvements achieved by MO-HO, there are few specific cases, in which Single-Objective Search or De-MO outperform MO-HO. For instance, in Section 5.2, Single-Objective Search and De-MO reproduce two crashes that are not reproduced by MO-HO. Also, we observed in Section 5.3 that the efficiency of these two algorithms is higher than MO-HO in 8 crashes.

To understand why MO-HO is counter-productive in a few cases, we performed a manual analysis to analyze the factors in MO-HO that negatively impact the crash reproduction process. Results of our analysis point to two adverse factors: **extra overhead in calculating the objectives (fitness evaluation)** and **helper-objects misguidance**.

**Extra calculation in fitness evaluation.** In some cases, crash reproduction is trivial, and the search process reproduces it in a few seconds. For instance, in TIME-8b [24, 37], Single-Objective Search and De-MO reproduce the crash in about a second. The time required by MO-HO to reproduce this crash is three seconds (3 times more). This stems from the fact that fitness function evaluation in MO-HO is more time-consuming than the state-of-the-art: Single-Objective Search and De-MO need to calculate only the crash distance for each test case evaluation, while MO-HO needs to calculate the call diversity, as well. This extra calculation lengthens the search process by a couple of seconds. In these cases, the increased crash reproduction time is lower than 5 seconds, and it is negligible in practice.

**Helper-objects misguidance.** In some other cases, the scenario, which leads to crash reproduction, needs a simple sequence
of methods calls to the target class. Still, the complexity of this scenario stems from the input arguments used for the method calls. In these cases, since crash reproduction does not need the call diversity, method sequence diversity objective misguides the search process. Alternatively, we need another objective for method input argument diversity (i.e., improves the diversity of the input arguments for method calls). Adding new helper-objectives to consider other aspects of diversity is part of our future agenda.

As an example, let us analyze MATH-98b (Figure 10), in which MO-HO doubled the time consumed by the crash reproduction search process against state-of-the-art. This crash concerns an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException. Also, this crash has only one frame. For reproducing this crash, the generated test case needs to instantiate a class called BigMatrixImpl and call a method named operate (Figure 11) with precise input values. Method getColumnDimension used in operate returns the number of rows in the data variable, which has been set in the constructor. To reproduce this crash, the generated test case should pass an array with a size smaller than the passed size to the constructor. In this case, method argument diversity could help the search process, and the method call diversity is not helpful.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Effectiveness and applicability

Generally, De-MO reproduces some crashes that cannot be reproduced by Single-Objective Search due to its improved exploration ability, resulting from the multi-objectivization of the crash distance. However, since the decomposed objectives in this approach depend on one another (e.g., the stack trace similarity is not helpful if the generated test does not throw the given type of exception), they may misguide the search process in various cases. For instance, as we saw in Section 5.2, Single-Objective Search reproduces six crashes that are not reproducible by De-MO.

In contrast, MO-HO has three conflicting search objectives. From the theory [22], the objective function must be conflicting to increase the overall exploration ability. Our results confirm the theory: the chance of the search process getting trapped in a local optimum is lower by using MO-HO objectives compared to the ones used in De-MO. As we observed in Section 5.2, after 1 minute of search, MO-HO reproduces 8 and 7 crashes more than Single-Objective Search and De-MO, respectively. Also, it continues outperforming with larger search budgets (2, 3, 4, and 5 minutes) until the end of the search process. It reproduces 5 and 6 crashes more than Single-Objective Search and De-MO, respectively, while it cannot reproduce only two crashes, reproduced by the other algorithms.

Note that reproducing each crash needs a particular test case which drives the software under test to a particular state, and then, it calls a method with proper input variables. To achieve this goal, each crash reproducing test case needs to create multiple complex objects. Hence, reproducing five new crashes (4% of crashes available in our benchmark) is a significant improvement for MO-HO.

6.2 Factors in the benchmark crashes that impact the Success of MO-HO

There are multiple factors/characteristics of the crashes in our benchmark that might impact the performance of our approach positively. We identify the following relevant factors: (1) the type of the exception (e.g., null pointer exception), (2) the size the stack frames, (3) the number of classes involved in the crashes, (4) the number of methods of the deepest class in the crash stack. To verify whether these factors influence the performance of our algorithm, we used the two-way permutation test [35]. The permutation test is a well-established non-parametric to assess the significance of factor interactions in multi-factorial analysis of variance (non-parametric ANOVA). We use a significance level $\alpha=0.05$ and a very large number of iterations (1,000,000) to ensure the stability of the results over multiple executions of the procedure [35].

For the sake of our analysis, we considered the difference in crash reproduction rate between MO-HO and the baselines as the dependent variable, while the co-factors are our independent variables. According to the permutation test, the type of exception ($p$-value=0.006) and the number of crash stack frames ($p$-value=0.001) significantly impact the performance of MO-HO compared to Single Objective Search. We can also observe similar results when considering the improvements of MO-HO against De-MO ($p$-values=$<10^{-12}$ for both exception type and the number of frames). In other words, there are certain types of exceptions and stack trace sizes for which MO-HO is statistically better than the state-of-the-art approaches.

From a deeper analysis, we observe that for NullPointerException and org.joda.time.IllegalArgumentException, MO-HO achieves a higher reproduction ratio than Single Objective Search when the stack traces contain up to three frames for NPE (+22% in reproduction rate) and up to five frames for IllegalArgumentException (+50% in reproduction rate). Instead, for stack traces with more frames, the differences in reproduction ratio are negligible ($\pm 1\%$ on average) or negative ($-10\%$ in reproduction ratio). Besides, MO-HO achieves better reproduction ratios for the following exceptions independently of the stack size: XWikiExceptions (+23% on average), UnsupportedOperationException (+6% on average), MathRuntimeException (+14% on average).

Finally, MO-HO outperforms De-MO when reproducing NullPointerException with 1-3 frames (+8% on average), ClassCastException (+8% on average), StringOutOfBoundsException (+18% with more than 2 frames, on average), IllegalArgumentException (+8% on average), UnsupportedOperationException (+23% on average), MockitoException (+83% for short traces, on average), and MissingMethodInvocation (+80% on average).

6.3 Crash reproduction cost

In this study, we observed that since MO-HO increases the diversity of the generated test cases, it can dramatically improve the efficiency of crash reproduction. This algorithm significantly improved the speed of the search process in more than 36% of crashes compared to Single-Objective Search and De-MO. In cases in which MO-HO had a significant impact, it improves the crash reproduction speed by more than 47%.

The prior studies on search-based crash reproduction [37, 38] suggested 5 minutes as the search budget because the search process cannot reproduce more after 5 minutes. However, we observed that despite the high efficiency of MO-HO, this algorithm continues to reproduce more crashes in the second half of the time budget.
Section 5.2 shows that MO-HO keeps increasing the crash reproduction ratio even in the last minutes of the search process, while the previous multi-objectivization approach (De-MO) changes only slightly after the first 2 minutes of crash reproduction. Hence, increasing the search budget for MO-HO can lead to a higher crash reproduction ratio.

6.4 Extendability

The improvement achieved by the proposed helper-objectives shows the impact of suitable objectives on increasing the diversity of the generated test cases and result in improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the crash reproduction search process. Hence, we hypothesize that this approach can be extended by adding new relevant helper-objectives.

7 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Internal validity. We cannot ensure that our implementation of Botsing is without bugs. However, we mitigated this threat by testing our tool and manually analyzing some samples of the results. We used a previously defined benchmark for crash reproduction, which contains 124 non-trivial crashes from six open-source projects and applications. Moreover, we explained how we parametrized the evolutionary algorithms in Section 4.2. We used the default values of these algorithms in the other open-source implementations like EvoSuite and JMetal. The effect of these values for crash reproduction is part of our future work. Finally, to take the randomness of the search process into account, we followed the guidelines of the related literature [3] and executed each evolutionary crash reproduction algorithm for 30 times.

External validity. We report our results for only 124 crashes introduced by JCrashPack [37], which is an open-source crash reproduction benchmark collected from six open-source projects. However, we recall here that we cannot guarantee that our results are generalizable to all crashes. Evaluation MO-HO on a larger benchmark from more projects is part of our future work.

Reproducibility. We provide Botsing as an open-source publicly available tool. Also, the data and the processing scripts used to present the results of this paper, including the subjects of our evaluation (inputs), the evolution of the best fitness function value in each generation of each execution, and the produced test cases (outputs), are openly available as a docker image [14].

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Crash reproduction can ease the process of debugging for developers. Evolutionary approaches have been successfully used to automate this process. Existing evolutionary-based approaches use one single objective (i.e., Crash Distance) to guide the search and rely on guided genetic operators. Later strategies applied multi-objectivization via decomposition (De-MO) in an attempt to improve diversity (and, therefore, exploration). However, the latter strategy may misguide the search process because the sub-objectives are not strongly conflicting.

In this study, we apply a new approach called Multi-Objectivization using Helper-Objectives (MO-HO) to tackle the problems of the former techniques. In MO-HO, multi-objectivization is performed by adding two helper-objectives that are in conflict with Crash Distance. We evaluated MO-HO with five MOEAs, which are selected from different categories of multi-objective algorithms. Our results indicate that MO-HO is the most efficient algorithm, significantly outperforming Single-Objective Search and De-MO. Also, this algorithm is able to reproduce 8 and 5 more crashes in 1 and 5 minutes, respectively, compared to the state-of-the-art. Moreover, in contrast to the previous multi-objectivized crash reproduction approach (De-MO), the crash reproduction ability of MO-HO increases with large search budgets (i.e., above two minutes).

We performed an additional analysis to find the correlation between the different aspects of the crashes and the ability of MO-HO in reproducing them. The result of this analysis shows that two factors in crashes significantly impact the performance of MO-HO: (i) type of exception and (ii) the number of crash stack frames.

Furthermore, we observed that Single-Objective Search and De-MO could outperform MO-HO but only in a few cases. We performed a manual analysis to characterize the negative factors leading to the adverse results in these cases. Our analysis reveals that two negative factors are at play in these cases: (i) extra calculations in fitness evaluation and (ii) helper-objectives misguidance. We also showed in Section 5.4 that while the differences in extra calculations in fitness evaluation are significant, they are often negligible in practice.

The contributions of the paper are as follows:

(1) An open-source implementation of seven crash reproduction techniques (Section 4.1).

(2) An empirical comparison of seven search-based crash reproduction approaches (Section 4).

(3) An analysis of the benefits of multi-objectivization with helper objectives in terms of reproduction ratio and efficiency (Section 5).

(4) The identification of the special situations in which MO-HO can be counter-productive (Section 5.4).

(5) The identification of a strong correlation between the ability of MO-HO in improving the efficiency and effectiveness of crash reproduction for combinations of exception types and the number of frames in the stack trace of the target crash (Section 6.2).

In our future work, we will investigate additional helper-objectives for crash reproduction. For instance, the current helper-objectives in MO-HO concern the test length and method sequence diversity. However, further objectives can be added, such as test input/data diversity. Increasing the number of objectives will require to evaluate their performance using different many-objective evolutionary algorithms. We will also analyze the evolution of the fitness values of existing and new objective to further investigate the root causes of good and bad performances of MO-HO and other objectives for different crashes and different MOEAs.

Moreover, the search objectives introduced by De-MO is only optimized by NSGA-II MOEA. As future work, we will investigate the impact of utilizing other MOEAs for optimizing De-MO objectives.
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